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Definition of Research (and Development)

 "Research' is defined as a systematic study directed toward fuller scientific 
knowledge or understanding of the subject studied. "Development' is the 
systematic use of knowledge and understanding gained from research 
directed toward the production of useful materials, devices, systems, or 
methods, including design and development of prototypes and processes. 
[www.nih.gov, 2016]

 Research means a systematic investigation, including research 
development, testing and evaluation, designed to develop or contribute to 
generalizable knowledge. [Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects: Notices 
and Rules, Federal Register, 56, June 18, 1991, p. 28013.]

 NIH
 Basic research is performed without thought of practical ends. It results in general knowledge and an understanding of nature and 

its laws. This general knowledge provides the means of answering a large number of important practical problems, though it may 
not give a complete specific answer to any one of them. The function of applied research is to provide such complete answers

 Clinical Research: Research conducted with human subjects (or on material of human origin such as tissues, specimens and 
cognitive phenomena) for which an investigator (or colleague) directly interacts with human subjects. Patient-oriented research 
includes: (a) mechanisms of human disease, (b) therapeutic interventions, (c) clinical trials, or (d) development of new technologies.



Standards for High Quality Research
[RAND, 2015]



Research Ethics
 Ethics:

 norms for conduct that distinguish between acceptable and unacceptable behavior 
[Resnik, 2015]

 Research Misconduct [National Institutes of Health, 2014]

 Research misconduct is defined as fabrication, falsification, or plagiarism in 
proposing, performing, or reviewing research, or in reporting research results. 

 Fabrication means making up data or results and recording or reporting them.
 Falsification means manipulating research materials, equipment, or processes, or 

changing or omitting data or results such that the research is not accurately represented 
in the research record.

 Plagiarism means the appropriation of another person's ideas, processes, results or 
words without giving appropriate credit. 



Why Adhere to Ethical Norms? [Resnik, 2015]

 Norms promote the aims of research, such as knowledge, truth, and 
avoidance of error

 Ethical standards promote the values that are essential to collaborative 
work, such as trust, accountability, mutual respect, and fairness

 Ethical norms help to ensure that researchers can be held accountable to 
the public

 Ethical norms in research also help to build public support for research

 Many of the norms of research promote a variety of other important moral 
and social values, such as social responsibility, human rights, animal 
welfare, compliance with the law, and public health and safety



Information Retrieval

 Primary Sources (new results, original author, etc.)
 Most current, written for the expert, building blocks, checking research landscape
 Journals, proceedings, technical reports, dissertations, theses, translations, books 

 Secondary Sources (reports, reviews, etc. usually by others)
 Good starting point, useful for interpretation, useful references, assess primary
 Monographs, textbooks, lecture notes, manuals, handbooks, dictionaries, surveys

 Delays in publications
 Books ~1 year
 Journal articles 6 months to 3 years
 Conference Proceedings ~1 year
 Workshops ~3-6 months
 Web resources (e.g., arXiv) 0 delay                (not peer reviewed)



Lifecycle of a Journal Article

 Conduct research (collect data, run simulations, develop theorems, analyze 
results, etc.)

 Write article, review w/ co-authors
 Send article to editor
 Reviewers evaluate article
 Editor makes publication decision
 Revisions (as required – can be multiple rounds)
 Re-review (as required)
 Publication pipeline (often backlogged…)
 Galley proof review
 On-line version
 Print/distribute article

 From submit to print…can take 6 months to 3+ years!!!



Current IEEE Numbers (in months)

Sub_2_1stReview Sub_2_finalDec Sub_2_ePub Sub_2_Print

TAC 4.2 11.7 11.8 20
TCST 1.5 6.5 8.3 15.2
TCNS 2.4 3.6 4.8 N/A
CSM 2.9 7.6 13.3 13.3



Searching for Information…

 Bibliography databases – valuable resource, very broad
 PUBMED, INSPEC, COMPENDEX, Science Citation Index, many other...

 Catalogs – specific location
 MELVYL, Library of Congress (loc.gov), on-line bookstores (e.g., amazon.com)

 Patents
 US Patent Office (uspto.gov)

 On-line Journals
 Many have searchable contents
 Subscribing to on-line TOCs (highly recommended!!!)

 Harvard Library www site



Staying Current

 Read main journals regularly (monthly)
 Attend scientific meetings (or review proceedings), incl. department seminars
 Eletter on Systems, Control, and Signal Processing
 CAST e-mail list
 Several Sys Bio listserves
 Contents Direct (Elsevier), etc.
 Surf the Web
 Professional societies
 Personal contacts
 Seminars, etc. (incl. HMS, FAS, MIT, etc.)



Journal Evaluation
 Impact Factor

 Average number of times recent articles (< 2 years) cited in cover year
 Immediacy Index

 Average number of times a journal’s current articles are cited in same year
 Cited Half-life

 Number of journal publication years which account for 50% of total citations in 
current year

 Prestige Factor
 Similar to impact factor, but ignores review articles

 Eigenfactor
 Total Cites

 In year of coverage
 Total Number of Articles

 In year of coverage
 Reputation



Journal Evaluation























Guidelines for Authorship
 Metrics for author (vs. acknowledgment)

 Must be able to defend work in a seminar
 Must have participated in both conception/execution of work AND 

drafting/revising of manuscript
 Co-author must be able to identify specific contribution
 Author order is generally in order of contribution (work/writing)
 FJDIII is generally last & corresponding author

 Other participation typically (gratefully!) is “acknowledged”
 Brief discussions, minor edits, collect data, loan equipment, fund project, training

 First author assume responsibility for follow-through (revisions, galleys)

 FJDIII is not necessarily always a co-author

[Acknowledgments to E. McFarland]



Guidelines for Authorship (cont’d)
 ICMJE advice

 Authorship confers credit and has important academic, social, and financial implications. 
Authorship also implies responsibility and accountability for published work. The following 
recommendations are intended to ensure that contributors who have made substantive 
intellectual contributions to a paper are given credit as authors, but also that contributors 
credited as authors understand their role in taking responsibility and being accountable for 
what is published.

 ICMJE Authorship Criteria
 Substantial contributions to the conception or design of the work; or the acquisition, analysis, 

or interpretation of data for the work; AND
 Drafting the work or revising it critically for important intellectual content; AND
 Final approval of the version to be published; AND
 Agreement to be accountable for all aspects of the work in ensuring that questions related to 

the accuracy or integrity of any part of the work are appropriately investigated and resolved.



Guidelines for Authorship (cont’d)
 ICMJE on “Non-authors”

 Contributors who meet fewer than all 4 of the above criteria for authorship should not be listed 
as authors, but they should be acknowledged. Examples of activities that alone (without other 
contributions) do not qualify a contributor for authorship are acquisition of funding; general 
supervision of a research group or general administrative support; and writing assistance, 
technical editing, language editing, and proofreading.







Authorship Case Studies



Authorship Case Study



Authorship Case Study



Authorship Case Study



Authorship Case Study



Authorship: Practices to Minimize Problems

 Early in project, discuss criteria for authorship decisions

 Assign specific responsibilities early in project and early in paper-writing

 Allow for re-examination of role/order/etc. as circumstances change

 Open discussion with project collaborators

 Authorship committee

 Circulate drafts early without author list and invite question/contribution



Ethics in Publishing
 Plagiarism – fairly clear cut

 Overlapping content (often referred to as “Self-plagiarism”) – less obvious

 New tools for detecting overlapping content
 iThenticate



Ethics in Publishing



Ethics in Publishing
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Ethics in Publishing



Scientific Writing
 Purpose

 Report findings (papers, books, reports)
 Justify research (thesis)
 Propose research (proposal)

 Target audience
 Assumptions
 Scope/introduction
 Experts vs. general audience

 Focus on main points
 What are main results?
 Is your contribution

 Theoretical?
 Application?





Scientific Writing – Grammar
 Strunk and White: The Elements of Style

 Terse, good rules
 (Rule 17): "Omit needless words." 

 definitely proved, 
 orange in color
 viable alternative
 worst-case maximum possible error. 
 because of the fact that

 (Rule 11): A “participial phrase at the beginning of a sentence must refer to the 
grammatical subject. Sentences violating rule 11 are often ludicrous.” For 
example:

"Assuming a << 1 and substituting in Eq. 12, the relation becomes Eq. 14." 

Equations neither assume nor substitute. It should read: 

"When a << 1, Eq. 12 can be simplified to become Eq. 14."



Scientific Writing – Grammar
 Strunk and White: The Elements of Style

 (Rule 15): Put statements in positive form. Avoid statements like:

"None of these integers were non-negative." 

Say instead: 

"All of these integers were negative.“

 See also: http://www.strunkandwhite.com/book.html

 The Chicago Manual of Style



Scientific Writing – More Tips
 numbers (eight vs. 8)

 units (metric)

 affect vs. effect

 data vs. datum

 that vs. which

 insure vs. ensure

 isolated “this”

 colloquialisms



Scientific Writing – Bibliography
 Bibliography Rules [Standler, 1999]

 All direct quotations from another author must be cited. There is no exception!

 All substantial information taken from another source should be cited
 give due credit
 relieve responsibility for accuracy
 lead reader to more information
 date ideas

 Spellcheck and double-check bibliography
 Make sure all dates/places/pages are included



9 Steps to Better Technical Writing 
[Pfeiffer]

 Write a brief purpose statement

 Consider the obstacles that your readers face

 Determine technical level of readers

 Determine decision-making level of readers

 Find out what decision-makers want

 Collect and document information carefully

 Write an outline

 Write your first draft quickly

 Revise in stages



Scientific Writing – More Tips …
 Check journal or conference guidelines/format…

 LaTeX macro?

 Equations are treated as sentences (punctuation)

 Use descriptive (standalone) captions

 SPELLCHECK!!!!!!!!!!!

 K.I.S.S. Principle



Scientific Writing – Harvard Resources



Scientific Writing – Harvard Resources



Scientific Writing – Harvard Resources



Oral Presentations - Planning
 Determine audience background (specialized vs. general talk)

 What is the audience expectation?

 What are the major points? 

 What is the time frame?
 You should have prepared multiple versions of your research presentation

 1-2 min (social event)
 3-5 min (poster presentation)
 15-20 min (conference talk)
 30 min (consortium meeting)
 45 min (interview)



Oral Presentations – AMSTAT – I 
 Make sure the audience walks away understanding the five things any 

listener to a presentation really cares about:
 What is the problem and why?
 What has been done about it?
 What is the presenter doing (or has done) about it?
 What additional value does the presenter's approach provide?
 Where do we go from here?

 Carefully budget your time, especially for short (e.g., 15 minute) 
presentations.

 Allow time to describe the problem clearly enough for the audience to 
appreciate the value of your contribution. This usually will take more than 30 
seconds.



Oral Presentations – AMSTAT – II
 Leave enough time to present your own contribution clearly. This almost 

never will require all of the allotted time.

 Put your material in a context that the audience can relate to. It's a good 
idea to aim your presentation to an audience of colleagues who are not 
familiar with your research area. Your objective is to communicate an 
appreciation of the importance of your work, not just to lay the results out.

 Give references and a way to contact you so those interested in the 
theoretical details can follow up.



Oral Presentations – Rehearsal

 Rehearsal – early and often!

 Listen to feedback from colleagues

 Identify weak spots – and strengthen

 Anticipate questions

 Have backup materials



Oral Presentations – At the Podium…
[J. Radel, 1999]

 Take several deep breaths as you are being introduced (but don't sigh!). Visualize your rehearsed opening 
statement; don't improvise at the last moment. 

 State your objectives at start of your talk, then restate them again at the end of the talk. In between, 
discuss how your material relates to these objectives. 

 Unless you intentionally have had experience as a stand-up comic, avoid making jokes. The results can be 
disappointing, and may suggest an unprofessional attitude. 

 Choose a natural, moderate rate of speech and use automatic gestures. 
 Monitor your behavior, and avoid habitual behaviors (pacing, fumbling change in pocket, twirling hair). 
 Laser pointers are wonderful pointing devices, but remember not to point them at the audience. They are 

best used by flashing the pointer on and off, so that the place you are indicating is illuminated briefly. Don't 
swirl the laser around and around one place on the projection screen, or sweep it from place to place 
across the screen. This is very distracting for the audience, and they will end up watching the pointer and 
not listening to what you are saying. 

 Enthusiasm for your topic is contagious, but don't overdo it - you'll alienate the audience. 
 Converse with your audience. Involve them in the process of the presentation by posing questions and 

making eye contact. 
 Keep an eye on your time, and don't run over your limit. Ever.
 Be prepared for interruptions (late arrivals, burned out projector bulbs, fire drills, etc.). 



Oral Presentations – At the Podium…
[J. Radel, 1999]

 If you must turn down the room lights, don't turn them off entirely. Don't leave the lights down any longer 
than necessary - remember to turn them back up! Of course, the snores from the sleeping audience may 
remind you to turn the lights back on if you've forgotten. 

 Don't apologize for any aspect of your presentation. This should be your very best effort; if you have to 
apologize, you haven't done your job properly. 

 Don't criticize aspects of the trip, city, facilities, etc. during your talk. This is another way to alienate your 
audience quickly. For instance, they may or may not have chosen to live in this horrible climate, but it isn't 
your place to remind them how horrible it is. Remember that you are a guest. 

 Strive to have a prepared and memorable summary. If nothing else, the take home message is what the 
audience will remember after you leave. 

 When you reach the summary and are about to finish, resist the temptation to add a few last impromptu 
words. They will be unpracticed, and will be the last thing many of your audience will hear you say. End 
your talk with the insightful, firm summary statement you have prepared. 

 Don't be afraid to give yourself credit for your own work, but do remember to give others credit where due. I 
prefer to do this early, other may prefer doing it later in the talk. If planned for later in the talk, don't forget 
to acknowledge these people's efforts, even if you have to skip a statement or two to remain within your 
time frame. The best friend of one of these contributors may be in your audience! If you include slides 
borrowed from other people, or slides which include other people's data or figures, always give credit to 
these people right on that slide. This shows a professional attitude, and (better yet) can save you many 
words of explanation. 



Oral Presentations – Questions
[J. Radel, 1999]
 Always repeat each question so the entire audience knows what you've been asked. 
 Before you answer, take a moment to reflect on the question. By not rushing to give an 

answer, you show a degree of respect for the questioner, and you give yourself time to 
be sure you are answering the question that actually was asked. If you are unsure, 
restate the question or ask for a clarification. 

 Above all, wait for the questioner to finish asking the question before you begin your 
answer! The only exception is when it becomes necessary to break in on a vague, 
rambling question; this is your show, and you have only a limited time to make your 
presentation. It is essential, however, that you break in tactfully. Say something like "So, 
are you asking ....?" This will focus the question and give you a place to begin an 
answer. Remember that your ability to interact with an audience also is being evaluated. 

 If a question is asked during the talk, and it will clarify an ambiguity, answer it 
immediately. 

 Postpone questions aimed at resolving specific problems (or arcane knowledge) until 
the end of the talk, or private discussion. This is particularly important if the answer will 
distract either you or the audience away from the flow of your presentation. 

 Avoid prolonged discussions with one person, extended answers, and especially 
arguments.



Oral Presentations – Common Problems
 Timing

 Volume (low or monotone)
 Speak loudly, clearly, and with inflection

 Pacing, speed
 Pause frequently

 Gestures and posture
 Avoid scanning eyes, moving without purpose, playing with pointer, etc.

 Verbal crutches
 Train yourself to avoid “uh”, “like”, “and then”

 Reading from notes and/or slides


